
CHAMPAGNE

MUMM OLYMPE ROSÉ  

G.H.MUMM BRUT ROSÉ MAGNUM

LAURENT-PERRIER CUVÉE ROSÉ

PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE ROSÉ

2,800

BILLECART-SALMON DEMI-SEC  3,000

5,600

4,900

BILLECART-SALMON BRUT ROSÉ 4,500

11,000

MUMM GRAND CORDON   

G.H.MUMM CORDON ROUGE MAGNUM     

G.H.MUMM CORDON ROUGE JEROBOAM   

MOËT & CHANDON BRUT IMPÉRIAL

PERRIER-JOUËT BELLE EPOQUE   

DOM PERIGNON    

CRISTAL BRUT    

ARMAND DE BRIGNAC BRUT GOLD  

MOËT & CHANDON NECTAR IMPÉRIAL   

2,600 

5,200

12,000

2,600

6,000 

BILLECART-SALMON GRAND CRU  4,500 

6,000

11,500

14,500

3,100

GENEVIEVE BLANC DE BLANC

GENEVIEVE BRUT ROSE

CHARLES FOX CIPHER

580

580 / 160

1,500

MÉTHODE CAP CLASSIQUE

PROSECCO

BELLENDA PRIMA CUVEE 600



SAUVIGNON BLANC

CHARDONNAY

SOPHIE TE’BLANCHE by Iona Winese

Your crisp, balanced, playful and delicious palate! Pureness and
vibrance, a fragrance to behold. She is cut from green apples,
zesty lime, gooseberry and tropical notes. With white flowers
and a subtle mineral undertone, her character will unfold to you
with a gentle kiss. 

ORIGINAL SIN by La Vierge

In lust of Adam in his conquest of Eve, she was born in the
Eden of shale and clay based soils, broad richness and
aromatic tropical fruit allure. Her concentrated tropical melon
and pear drop with a hint of lemon grass is a scent from heaven.    

WILD CHILD by Nitida

Your playful nature, hints of lemongrass, cinnamon bark &
white peaches entice ones senses. From the first embrace to
the final encounter, she will attract your naughty side.   

280 / 75

380

510

MIGLIARINA by Carsten Migliarina

Growing up in Elgin, her hints of oak and fresh acidity have a
long, lingering finish with a happy ending on the palate.
Flaunting a touch of vanilla with lime pistachio, she will allure
any suitor with her fair complexion. 

JEZEBELLE by La Vierge

Oh Jezebelle, your nature remains an enigma. Your enchanting
lips, your mysterious gaze, your aromatic lime with white floral
and stone fruit, a dream that ends in the promise of sensual love.

450

THE AGNES by Crystallum

Taut and upright - she is tart, cut by her stony saline spine.
Embodied by her exotic figure, she boasts a lineage of strength
and character, her multiplicity reflecting resilience and strength,
A complex woman defined by her scent of white peach papaya
and jasmine. Tasting of butterscotch and lemon curd, she is
smooth to the palate with a rounded finish. 

720

390 / 98



CHENIN BLANC

ROSÉ

MASON ROAD by Brookdale Estate

A true Cinderella story. Found by a king, she was once a diamond
in the rough. With her flowing pale straw hair, peach pear nose
and her citrus aroma, it was love at first sight… the glass slipper fit
perfectly.. In time, her vibrant acidity was balanced by the
creamy round texture of her new life, she leaves a lingering 
aftertaste on the palate and is a true delight to the court that she
now presides over.

280 / 75

REVELATION by Radford Dale

This lady of the vine is all about clarity and finesse. She reflects a
freshness and crispness through her purity and elegance, a
revelation she came to through not being manipulated. By
knowing her past you will learn to understand her wonderful and 
refreshing acidity, driven by citrus she is the centre of attention
at a summer's day party.    

795

DIRTY LITTLE SECRET TWO by Ken Forrester Wines 

Many tales she can tell of her past a�airs behind closed curtains
with the dignitaries of Piekenierskloof and its institutions of age. 
She is tight, bright, unfiltered and unfined with soft acidity and a
pear drop of intensity - a sign of her discretion, an enduring
quality

2,950

LILLY by Haskell Vineyards

Fair to the eye and always good company on a warm summer’s
day. With strawberry blonde waves, raspberry and ripe cherries,
she can only compliment your side with her pure and simple 
complexion. She is creamy to the palate and finishes with a
fresh smooth taste. However, she does show her dark side with
her natural sediment, a sign of the simplicity of this young dame. 

280 / 75

SERENDIPITY by Brookdale Estate

This blossoming young rose, salmon in colour, passes by with
a fragrance of cherries, strawberries and passion fruit. With
her pink lips and floral undertones, she finishes o� with a
medium acidity and lingering aftertaste. She is pressed and
settled overnight, fermented in stainless steel to preserve
her youth. With elegant style matured in old oak, her silhouette
is an etching defined by her intricate body.

320

GLENROSÉ by L’Avenir Vineyards

Her elegant nose of pomegranate, ruby grape fruit and crushed
raspberries enhance her pale complexion. She makes an
impressive entry at any occasion, with her bright fruit and crisp
acidity, smooth textured mid-palate, and a long seductive finish.

620



PINOT NOIR

MERLOT

THE AFFAIR by La Vierge

This love a�air between the soft, feminine side of Pinot, her
floral notes, hints of spice and silkiness; and Noir, with his
masculine linear strength of the tannins. Their bond hints of 
oak and brooding dark forest that has made them an
inseparable couple of aromas.

480

GHOST CORNER by Dawid Nievwoudt

Born in the treacherous waters, her inception was on a stormy
night. Sweet raspberries, ripe cherries, and an undertone of
earthy mushroom, she is silky to the taste. Delicate oak is a
desirable respite, and if you desire, she will go deep into the
night.

720

MAN by M.A.N Family wines

He is elegant and classic with soft smooth tannins. Dark ruby in
colour, with aromas of plum, cherry and spices. The tongue is
complemented by his earthy tone and is quite the site to
behold. With versatile abilities, he hints of dark chocolate and
blueberries followed by a long, lingering finish.

ASPECT by Remhoogte

Originating from the top of the estate, his name is a tribute to
his pleasant face. With a nose of red currant, black plums, fresh
fennel and sage, his mature tannins will round and soften
anyone’s palate. He will naturally become sexier with age, but
it's never too soon to taste the flesh of this grape with
seductive full flavour to start the night o�.

MOUNT BULLET by Shannon Vineyards

Breaking the cap, she is intoxicated with ferment, a rough past
of two to three “punch downs” daily, She is a mix of half
French, half Italian, a fine young merlot that expresses her
heritage and retains her silkiness. Her fragrance of ripe red fruits,
plums and dark cherries are refined and elegant with her 
outstanding freshness and seductive tannins. 

250 / 65

450

1,250

PINOTAGE

MAN by M.A.N Family wines

A clean cut, modern-style looking Pino with enticing aromas of
mocha, chocolate and roasted co�ee beans. Together with his
flavours of berries, nutmeg and vanilla spice, he is always a
pleasure to the palate. A free spirit bush-vine endowed with
exceptional flavourful grapes.

250 / 65



CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

KANONKOP by Kanonkop Wine Estate 

Bright ruby-red hues, he is a textbook Stellenbosch legend with
aromatic and spicy aromas of mulberry, raspberry and
cinnamon. Muscular and chiselled with well integrated tannins,
his curves have definitive structure. Flavours of bramble and
violets, plums and black berries, a pleasure to the senses. He is
balanced by a scent of new oak, an elegant savoury note that
lifts an underlying freshness and gives a lengthy finish.

1,300

BOSCHKLOOF by Boschkloof Wines

A grand red who has an elegant and symbolic status, he is a
Cabernet Sauvignon vine that is dark in colour with ripe plums.
Once matured with compassion for 20 months in old oak, he can
only improve with age! He has a full flavour palate with spicy
aromas, a firm structure. Supple, yet fresh.

420 / 110

THE FOX by Usana

Cunning but soft, placid is her tannin, spicy yet sly with a dark
berry flesh. A creature of the night, her wisdom and style of
classic Stellenbosch class makes one want to drink more from
her cup with thirst. 

510

BOEKENHOUTSKLOOF by Boekenhoutskloof

A subtle character to the nose, perfumy with a complex
bouquet of red currant, dark cherries and blueberry. He entices
whi�s of bergamot and cedar, smells of red and dark berry fruit
and follows through onto a medium-bodied palate with flavours
of fresh fig and nutmeg. His mid-palate is focused, silky and
poised, charcoal-edged texture and very fine-grained tannins, a
perfect acidity to the balance. He lingers around afterwards with
hints of clove, crushed gravel and cocoa powder, waiting to give
one a mineral-tinged pure finish.

1,300

SHIRAZ

MASON ROAD by Brookdale Estate

Her deep and purple core. A rich berry fruit nose, ripe red plum
and hints of white pepper with a voice of charcoal and faint
liquorice. She caresses round the palate with blueberries, cassis,
and nuances of sweet, dried herbs. Her displays of berry fruit
with spices of pepper, cinnamon and clove are irresistible to any
man. A soft and sultry entry, she supports her supple tannins and
finishes with impressive length and bright acidity. 

290 / 80



RED BLENDS

CAT’S TAIL by Lomond

What a vibrant and ruby red she is. Juicy is her fruit with ample
black pepper and spice she embraces the mouth with her soft
allure. Rich and intense are her flavours of dark chocolate, spice
and an oh-so silky taste, her tannins will claw into you like the
cat of the night. 

890

KALEIDOSCOPE by Kaapzicht

Destemmed, but not crushed, she integrated with flavours of
black and red berries, tea leaves and spice, she will enchant you
to sip on her easy drinking blend. Her gentle structure and soft
tannins support a core of sweet berry fruit, friendly and
drinkable, maintaining her medium bodied figure and
well-rounded finish.

280 / 75

ONE MAN BAND by Iona Wines

From the French oak barrels of his past, this loner with a
somewhat musical ability, settled deep in the Elgin Valley. He is
a real mix of sorts with his roots originating from five terroirs;
The Syrah from Brocha, the Atlantic Cab Sav, the aromatic
Petit Verdot, the Mourvédre and the Viognier. Jasmine, almonds
and peaches, great colour. His glorious structure and aromatics
lends weight with spice, wild berries, and an aromatic varietal
that brings perfume to his iconic blend.

780

SIR DAVID GRAAF by De Grendel

This is the legacy of this Baronet from Cape Town. He shows his 
exemplary character through his matured vines that reflects 
deep ruby garnet in colour, the nose is perfumed by layers of 
cedar wood, white pepper and clove which aptly underscore 
delectable nuances of black plum, prune and mulberry fruit 
with afterthoughts of blackcurrant. An enticing entry of elegant 
dried cranberry on the palate evolves into rich plum flavours 
supported by nuances of savoury cassis and perfumed, sweet 
tobacco leaf lingering with a finish that is long and lusciously 
augmented by firm, rounded tannins.

4,500

ESTATE SYRAH by Gabrielskloof

This is an exceptional quality vintage from the cooler climates,
with low yields she has presented us with concentrated and
characterful flavours. She starts with elegant perfumed notes of
black and maraschino cherries, star anise and white pepper on
one's nose. Her supple tannins allow a smooth rounded
mouthfeel to finish.

410



CASTLE

WINDHOEK LAGER

CASTLE LITE

BOTTLE SERVICE

PATRON REPOSADO  

PATRON AÑEJO

DON JULIO 1942

CLASE AZUL REPOSADO

2,350

OLMECA ALTOS REPOSADO 1,350

2,850

18,000

DON JULIO 2,450

7,000

HENNESSEY VSOP

RED BULL Energy Drink
RED BULL Sugarfree
RED BULL Red Edition: Watermelon

2,800

BLACK LABEL

JACK BLACK

add 6 Red Bull Energy Drinks 360

BACARDI 10

ABSOLUT VODKA   

CÎROC   

GREY GOOSE  

STAR OF BOMBAY   

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE    

BOMBAY BRAMBLE

JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD

LAPHROAIG 10 

2,850 

950

1,700

1,900

2,300 

TANQUERAY 10  1,600 

1,250

1,350

2,800

2,900

AMSTEL

BEERS AND CIDERS



SAVANNA DRY

HUNTER’S DRY

MAVERICKS LAGER

HEINEKEN

SAVANNA LIGHT

MILLERS

ON TAP

CBC WEISS

BAINS

BELLS

BULLEIT

J&B

CHIVAS REGAL 12

CHIVAS REGAL XV

CHIVAS EXTRA

THE GLENLIVET 12

THE GLENLIVET 15

THE GLENLIVET 18

THE GLENLIVET FOUNDER'S RESERVE

GLENMORANGIE 10

JACK DANIEL’S

JAMESON

JAMESON CASKMATES STOUT

JAMESON CASKMATES IPA

JAMESON IPA

JAMESON SELECT RESERVE

JAMESON 18

LAPHROAIG 10

LAGAVULIN 16

TALISKER 10

THE SINGLETON 12

DEWAR'S 12

WHISKY AND BOURBON

OLMECA ALTOS REPOSADO

OLMECA ALTOS BLANCO

PATRON REPOSADO

PATRON SILVER

PATRON AÑEJO

CENTINELA  AÑEJO

PATRON XO CAFÉ

DON JULIO

DON JULIO 1942

CABRITO REPOSADO

CLASE AZUL REPOSADO

TEQUILA



GLENFIDDICH 12

GLENFIDDICH 15

GLENFIDDICH 18

MACALLAN 12

MACALLAN 15

OBAN 14

GLENMORANGIE 18

JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK

JOHNNIE WALKER GOLD

JOHNNIE WALKER GREEN

JOHNNIE WALKER 18

JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE

ABSOLUT BLUE

CÎROC

GREY GOOSE LA POIR

GREY GOOSE

BELVEDERE

VODKA

MONKEY 47

TANQUERAY

TANQUERAY 10

HENDRICKS

STAR OF BOMBAY

BOMBAY SAPPHIRE

BOMBAY BRAMBLE

BEEFEATER LONDON DRY

BEEFEATER PINK

BEEFEATER BLOOD ORANGE

INVERROCHE AMBER

INVERROCHE CLASSIC

DON PAPA

BACARDI CARTA BLANCA

BACARDI SPICED

BACARDI 10

CAPTAIN MORGAN

SPICED GOLD

RED HEART

HAVANA CLUB 3

HAVANA CLUB 7

STROH RUM

GIN

RUM



JÄGERMEISTER

GRAPPA DIC'OTTO LUNE

ABSINTHE

LIQUORS

BISQUIT VS

HENNESSEY VS

HENNESSEY VSOP

HENNESSEY XO

REMY MARTIN VSOP

REMY MARTIN XO

MARTELL VSOP RED BARREL

MARTELL VSSD

KWV 10

KLIPDRIFT

KLIPDRIFT PREMIUM

RICHELIEU

BRANDY AND COGNAC



CIGARS

COHIBA PANETELAS • 
Small and rich with full flavour. 

Small and rich with full flavour. 

320

550

HOOKAH

We have selected the worlds finest Cuban cigars for your
smoking pleasure. Please view our Humidor situated on the
Mezzanine floor or speak to your waiter

COHIBA SIGLO NO.2 • 

Smooth and full of flavour.
1,050COHIBA SIGLO NO.6 • 

425

290

340

MONTECRISTO REGATA • 
Fresh and fun. 

MONTECRISTO NO.5 • 
Like a Dry Martini – small & satisfying.  

ROMEO Y JULIET NO.1 • 
Medium in strength, full of nutty, woody flavours. 

490

35

65

250

400

PARTAGAS SERIE D NO.4 • 
A thick Robusto with leather & spicy flavours. 

RITMEESTER MOODS • 
Filtered Cigarillos from Holland with delicate 
tropical fruit flavours. 

BLACKSTONE CHERRY • 
Pipe tobacco filler giving a pleasant satisfying aroma. 

Ask your waitron about flavours available

TURKISH HOOKAH 

EGYPTIAN HOOKAH 


